HOW TO CARE FOR FIBERGLASS TRAYS AND CONTAINERS:

Protect your investment with these simple tips:

- Wash before first use
- Dry thoroughly before storing/stacking
- All products are easily cleaned in any standard or commercial washer (high temp, chemical or steam)
- MFG fiberglass products can withstand detergents and soap agents. Lime-A-Way is recommended for water spots or build up. Rinse thoroughly
- To prevent staining, wash within 1 hour of use
- If the product needs scraped to remove buildup; it is best to use plastic utensils or a Scotch Brite non-scratch pad. Do not strike trays on hard surfaces
- Do not use harsh abrasives such as scouring powder, steel wool or metal scouring pads
- Do not expose products to direct flame

Pan Extenders: Recommended before first use. Prebake your new pan extender for 15-20 minutes at 350°F (177°C); allow to cool; wash. Do not soak.